For the 9th year, Arab youth in the Middle East and North Africa chose the UAE as the country in which they would most like to live and have their own countries emulate. Read the full report here.
Secretary of the Treasury Steven Mnuchin kicked off the first-ever #AbrahamAccords Business Summit in #AbuDhabi, where the U.S. and Israeli delegations participated in meetings with senior Emirati officials to discuss areas of cooperation. @USTreasury @stevenmnuchin1 #USAinUAE

A delegation of Emirati officials landed in Israel for the first official ministerial visit.

A UAE, US and Israel launch $3 billion investment fund
This is the face of peace. US, Israel & UAE create regional fund to invest in M. East projects, people. I was asked my hope for the M. East in 30 yrs. My reply: That the entire region will have same peace & cooperation now unfolding before us.

secpompeo

Pleased to launch the inaugural U.S.-UAE Strategic Dialogue today with UAE Foreign Minister Abdullah bin Zayed. In addition to reinforcing security, defense, education, cultural, and commercial ties, we've made space programs and human rights prominent features of our dialogue.

expo2020dubai

One year to go until we open our gates to bring the world together for six months of inspiration, entertainment and unforgettable experiences. Join us from 1 October 2021 to 31 March 2022. 
#1YearToExpo2020 #Expo2020 #Dubai #UAE
Capitals @Capitals

#CHEL SEASON 2 OF @CAPSGAMING HAS ARRIVED!

First an #NHLThrees Challenge this November presented by @UAEUSAUNITED

And then return of the #CapsGamingShowcase presented by @LeidosInc starting in December

Full Details: http://Washca.ps/CapsGaming2

#ALLCAPS | #NHL21

This Month In History

In October 2018, the UAE launched the KhalifaSat Earth Observation imaging satellite from the Tanegashima Space Center in Japan.
KhalifaSat is the first satellite to be designed, tested and manufactured entirely by Emirati engineers. It will remain in Low Earth Orbit for five years, taking high quality imagery of the ground below that will be used in urban planning and management.